ARISTOTLE FORM AND MATTER ESSAY
Free Essay: Aristotle defined nature â€œas an internal origin of change or stabilityâ€•1. Natural substances are things
such as animals, plants and inanimate.

Aristotle spent twelve years traveling and living in various places around the Aegean Sea. Or it could be a
disjunction of fairly determinate material features, such as being made of either bronze or iron or steel orâ€¦, in
the case of a saw. Hawthorne and D. Taken by itself C could be a type of subject with some material
characteristics: for instance, something that has an animal body. This sort of reasoning, however, is not sound.
Rather, it is undergirded by a metaphysical interdependence thesis: in his view, essence and cause are
co-dependent or even identical. It was during this time that Aristotle was asked by Philip of Macedon to be a
private tutor to his son, Alexander Matter with no properties or attributes is matter with no form and therefore
does not exist. Schofield, and R. Those who wish to avoid attributing a doctrine of prime matter to Aristotle
must offer a different interpretation: that if we were to make the mistake of regarding matter, as opposed to
form, as substance, we would be committed absurdly to the existence of a wholly indeterminate underlying
thing. The potentiality of these ingredients is best actualized when they become marble and the marble is used
to form houses. Nevertheless, he is committed to their more remote matterâ€”the elements that make them up,
for instanceâ€”being capable of existing independently of them. Each level of matter is a compound of the
matter at the level immediately below it and a form. Socrates and Callias are compounds of matter and form.
Contrasty, Aristotle thought that metaphysics was about the physical substance of matter, form, and the
universal imbedded in the item, which brought him to the conclusion of monism and the four causes These
causal and explanatory constraints introduced into the DDD structure by CEM also defuse a related objection,
in which the use of the concepts of DDD is deemed an unnatural or ad hoc stipulation. This prime matter is
usually described as pure potentiality, just as, on the form side, the unmoved movers are said by Aristotle to be
pure actuality, form without any matter Metaphysics xii 6. Allowing that a dead body remains the same body
as its living counterpart will not help the difficulty of what to say about the matter that predates the coming to
be of the organism, when there is no apparent body, living or dead. A further illustration of this point could be
provided on the basis of cases in which an artefact is made from another artefact. My reply is that, for present
purposes, I do not need to presuppose or offer any theoretically committed position about DDDs. Contrary to
in categories where substance was a composite, he chooses form as more typically substance. Are form and
matter parts of, or do they constitute, the compound? Indeed, in my examples I provided cases of matter either
as determinable material features or subjects, substrata, objects, or types of object with such features.
Sophistical Refutations 13 and The wood, by contrast, is not yet determinate but is merely determinable
insofar as it is that which will soon come to constitute the wooden chair. Sider, T. For, with the addition of
such formal terms, matter-signifying phrases pick out determinate features or types of objects with such
features. Although both Plato and Aristotle shared many similar notions of order and an eternal universe, their
methods of inquisition as well as their theories of reality and truth vary significantly. Since Aristotle found
faults in Plato, hence their work is easily comparable as it is based on the. We also need to conceive it as
feature- or property-like to dissolve the received dilemma as I formulated it in section 3 about M. With this in
mind, we can divide the possible views about matter-involving forms into the following four positions, with
ascending degrees of matter-involvement: Pure forms: natural compounds and their forms have forms or
essences that are not matter-involving. Both sides agree that explanation must stop somewhere, but they differ
over where it is appropriate to stop: is it a basic, inexplicable fact that Socrates is numerically distinct from
Callias, or that their matter is distinct? This is because Aristotle at times gives controversial definitions of
substance. Frede, M. It is the what-it-is-to-be for types of objects and why they are as they are.

